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BC Athletics Championship Meet Hy-Tek's 
NAIA Outdoor Track and Field Championships 
Hosted by Simon Fraser University 
MEET MANAGER 
Page 1 
Rotary Stadium, Abbotsford, B.C. - Thursday 05/24/01 to Saturday 05/26/01 
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
WOMEN'S TEAM SCORES: 1. Doane (Neb.), 59; 1. Life (Ga.), 59; 3. Central State 
(Ohio), 56; 4. Azusa Pacific (Calif.), 51; 5. Mary (N.D.}, 47; 6. Simon Fraser 
(B.C.), 46; 7. Florida Memorial, 39; 8. McKendree {Ill.), 36; 9. Central 
Methodist (Mo.), 33; 10. Park (Mo.), 32; 11. Hastings (Neb.), 28; 12. 
Lindenwood (Mo.) 1 26; 13. Huston-Tillotson {Texas), 24; 13. Windsor {Ont.), 
24; 15. Easte:>:n Oregon, 23; 15. Westmont (Calif.}, 23; 17. Minot State (N.D.}, 
21.50; 18. Southern Oregon, 18.50; 19. Point Loma Naz. (Calif.), 18; 20. 
Oklahoma Baptist, 17; 21. Briar Cliff College, 16; 21. Wayland Baptist 
(Texas), 16; 23. Concordia (Calif.), 13; 23. Cal State San Marcos, 13; 25. 
Friends (Kan.), 11; 25. Cornerstone (Mich.), 11; 25. Oklahoma Christian, 11; 
25. Spring Arbor (Mich.), 11; 29. Olivet Nazarene (Ill.), 10; 29. Dickinson 
State (N.D.), 10; 31. Fresno Pacific (Calif.), 9; 31. Goshen (Ind.), 9; 31. 
Malone (Ohio), 9; 34. Aquinas (Mich.), 8; 34. Rio Grande (Ohio), 8; 36. 
Wisconsin-Parkside, 7; 36. Graceland (Iowa), 7; 38. California Baptist, 6; 38. 
Mount Marty (S.D.), 6; 40. Cedarville (Ohio), 5.50; 41. Southwestern (Kan.), 
5; 41. Bethel (Kan.), 5; 41. Black Hills State (S.D.), 5; 44. Concordia 
(Neb.), 4.50; 45. Iowa Wesleyan, 4; 45. William Jewell (Mo.), 4; 45. Taylor 
(Ind.), 4; 48. Dordt (Iowa), 3.50; 48. Dakota State (S.D.), 3.50; 50. Missouri 
Valley College, 3; 50. Northwest (Wash.), 3; 50. Binningham Southern, 3; 53. 
Baker (Kan.), 2; 53. Siena Heights (Mich.), 2; 53. Dana (Neb.), 2; 56. 
Northwest Nazarene Univ, 1; 56. Warner Pacific, l; 56. Roberts Wesleyan 
(N.Y,), .:i.. 
MEN'S TEAM SCORES: 1. Azusa Pacific (Calif.), 97; 2. Life (Ga.), 50; 3. 
McKendree (Ill.), 46; 4. Lindenwood {Mo.), 44; 5. Taylor (Ind.), 38; 6, 
Central State (Ohio), 31; 7. Wisconsin-Parkside, 29; 8. Doane (Neb.), 25; 9 . 
California Baptist, 24; 9. Oklahoma Baptist, 24; 11. Brevard College, 23; 12 . 
Aquinas {Mich.), 21; 13. Cumberland {Ky.), 20; 13. Cedarville (Ohio}, 20; 13 . 
Malone (Ohio), 20; 16. Edward Waters (Fla.), 19; 17. Black Hills State (S.D.), 
17; 18. Point Loma Naz. (Calif.), 16; 18. Mary (N.D.), 16; 20. Mid-Arner 
Nazarene (Kan.), 14; 21. Northwestern {Iowa), 13.50; 22. Cal State San Marcos, 
13; 23. Jamestown (N.D.), 12; 24. Concordia (Neb.), 11; 24. Southwestern 
(Kan.), 11; 24. Westmont (Calif.), 11; 24. Siena Heights (Mich.), 11; 28. Rio 
Grande {Ohio), 10; 28. Biola (Calif.), 10; 28. Southern Nazarene (Okla.), 10; 
28. Kansas Wesleyan, 10; 28. William Jewell (Mo.), 10; 28. Missouri Valley 
College, 10; 28. Central Methodist (Mo.), 10; 28. Florida Memorial, 10; 36. 
Huntington (Ind.), 9; 36. Bethel (Kan.), 9; 36. Barber-Scotia (N.C.), 9; 39. 
Morris (S.C.), 8; 39. Friends (Kan.), 8; 39. St.· Francis (Ind.), 8; 39. Oregon 
Tech, 8; 39. Minot State (N.D.), 8; 39. Huston-Tillotson (Texas), 8; 45. 
Wayland Baptist (Texas), 7; 46. Dakota Wesleyan (S.D.), 6; 46. Dallas Baptist 
TX, 6; 46. Southern Oregon, 6; 46. Benedictine {Kan.), 6; 50. Tiffin {Ohio), 
5; 50. Dana (Neb.), 5; 50. Tri-State {Ind.), 5; 50. Walsh {Ohio), 5; 50. 
Voorhees College (S.C.), 5; 50. Dordt (Iowa), 5; 50. Bethany (Kan.), 5; 57. 
Midland Lutheran (Neb.), 4.50; 58. Sioux Falls (S.D.), 4; 58. Oklahoma 
Christian, 4; 58. Northwood {Texas), 4; 61. Mount Marty {S.D.), 3; 61. Bethel 
(Ind.), 3; 61. Hastings (Neb.), 3; 64. Simon Fraser (B.C.), 2; 64. Baker 
(Kan.), 2; 64. Eastern Oregon, 2; 64. Windsor (Ont.), 2; 68. Cornerstone 
(Mich.), 1; 68. Northwest (Wash.), 1. 
BC Athletics Championship Meet Hy-Tek's MEET MANAGER 
NAIA Outdoor Track and Field Championships Page 2 
Hosted by Simon Fraser University 
Rotary Stadium, Abbotsford, B.C. - Thursday 05/24/01 to Saturday 05/26/01 
http://www.sfu.ca/ athletics-rec/first-page/FIN AL.HTM 5/29/01 
PLACE ATHLETE 
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 48 Women's Heptathlon (Continued) 
Finals - Results - Thursday 05/24/01 
NAME YR SCHOOL PTS 
----- ----~~~-----------------~ -------------------~----- ====== 
13 Glaze, Mary SR Northwest Nazarene Univ 4001 
14 Herian, Jaima so Midland Lutheran (Neb.) 3920 
15 Fortney, Candace SR Baker (Kan.) 3747 
Event 36 Women's 3,000 Meter Race Walk 
# NAIA Meet: 12:39.62 Sara Stevenson, Olivet Nazarene IL 2000 
NAIA Qual: 18:00.00 
Finals - Results - Friday 05/25/01 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME 
1 Stevenson, Sara 
2 Starr, Laurie 
3 George, Heather 
4 Brooker, Kate 
5 Ziarek, Kristen 
6 Olson, Nicole 
7 Carter, Emma 
8 Yen, Sharon 
9 Rulapaugh, Katie 
10 Bridges, Traci 
11 Spyra, Magda 
12 Gerber, Jen 
YR SCHOOL 
SR Olivet Nazarene (Ill.) 
SR Hastings (Neb.) 
JR Hastings (Neb.) 
FR Simon Fraser (B.C.) 
SO Wisconsin-Parkside 
FR Wisconsin-Parkside 
FR Baker (Kan. ) 
FR Simon Fraser (B.C.) 
SO Cedarville (Ohio) 
SR Olivet Nazarene (Ill.) 
SO Mary {N .D.) 














Event 1 Men's 100 Meter Dash 
# NAIA Meet: 10.05 Davidson Ezinwa, Azusa Pacific 1992 
# NAIA Meet: 10.0h Oliver Ford, Southern-Baton Rouge 1968 
NAIA Qual: 10. 73 
Preliminaries - Results - Thursday 05/24/01 
16 Advance: Top 3 Each Heat ?lus Next 4 Best Times 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL TIME 
Heat 1 Wind 
1 Sperle, Jamey 
2 Gibbons, Kurt 
3 Browne, Irvin 
4 Boyce, Nathaniel 
5 Gerald, Jason 
6 Furr, Quinton 
7 Lovecamp, Brett 
Reading: -1. 3 
JR Dakota Wesleyan (S.D.) 
FR Lindenwood {Mo.) 
so Lindenwood (Mo.) 
FR Wayland Baptist (Texas) 
SR Huston-Tillotson (Texas) 
SR Concordia (Neb.) 
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Rotary Stadium, Abbotsford, B.C. - Thursday 05/24/01 to Saturday 05/26/01 
http://www.sfu.ca/ athletics-rec/first-page/FINAL.HTM 5/29/01 
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 1 Men's 100 Meter Dash (Continued) 
Preliminaries - Results - Thursday 05/24/01 
16 Advance: Top 3 Each Heat Plus Next 4 Bes t Times 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL 
===== ========-=======--==~==== 
8 Byers , Micheal F.R Huston- Tillotson (Texas ) 
Heat 2 Wind Reading: -0.4 
1 Barnaby, Marlon SO McKendree (Ill .) 
2 Jones, Stephen SR Voorhees College (S .C.) 
3 Lightbourne, Romel SO Barber-Scot i a (N .C.) 
4 Skelton, Mark FR Malone (Ohio) 
5 Ware, Charles FR Doane {Neb.) 
6 Belzer, -Rosauro FR Hastings (Neb.) 
Heat 3 Wind Reading: -1.3 
1 Ndri, Eric 
2 Burns, Albert 
3 Young, Adrian 
4 Arthurton, Kevin 
5 Dennis, Chadwick 
6 Hicks, Nicholas 
7 Thompson , Craig 
Heat 4 Wind Reading: 
l Bailey, Roy 
2 Robinson, Wayne 
3 Howell, Aaron 
4 Cornelius, Patrick 
5 Fillmore, Dustin 
6 Conley, Charles 
FR Central State (Ohio) 
JR Langston (Okla.) 
SO Wayland Baptist (Texas) 
SO Lindenwood {Mo.) 
SO McKendree (Ill .) 
SR Voorhees College (S .C.) 
JR Hastings (Neb .) 
0.0 
SO Central State (Ohio) 
JR Lindenwood (Mo . ) 
FR Friends (Kan.) 
FR Wayland Baptist (Te~as) 
JR Oklahoma Christian 
so Huston- Tillotson {Texas ) 
Semi-Finals - Results - Friday 05/25/01 
8 Advance: Top 3 Each Heat Plus Next 2 Best Times 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL 
Heat 1 Wind Reading: - 0.2 
1 Ndri, Eric 
2 Barnaby, Marlon 
3 Robinson, Wayne 
4 Gibbons, Kurt 
5 Lightbourne, Romel 
6 Howell, Aaron 
7 Skelton, Mark 
8 A~thurton , Kevin 
Heat 2 Wind Reading: 
1 Bailey, Roy 
2 Jones, Stephen 
3 Browne, Irvin 
~ Sperle , Jamey 
5 Burns, Albert 
FR Central State (Ohio) 
SO McKendree (Ill . ) 
JR Lindenwood (Mo .) 
FR Lindenwood (Mo.} 
SO Barber-Scotia (N.C. ) 
FR Friends ·{Kan.) 
FR Mal one (Ohio) 
so Lindenwooa (Mo.) 
-1.4 
SO Central State (Ohio) 
SR Voorhees College (S .C.) 
SO Lindenwood (Mo.) 
JR Dakota Wesleyan (S.D . ) 
JR La~gston (Okla.) 
BC Athletics Championship Meet Hy-Tek's 
NAIA Outdoor Track and Field Championships 
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Rocary Stadium, Abbotsford , B.C. - Thursday 05/24/01 to Saturday 05/26 /01 
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
http://www.sfu.ca/athletics-rec/first-page/FINAL.IITM 5/29/01 
Event 1 Men's 100 Meter Dash (Continued) 
Semi-Finals - Results - Friday 05/25/01 
8 Advance: Top 3 Each Heat Plus Next 2 Best Times 










6 Boyce, Nathaniel 
7 Young, Adrian 
8 Gerald, Jason 
FR Wayland Baptist (Texas) 
SO Wayland Baptist {Texas} 
SR Huston-Tillotson (Texas} 
Finals - Results - Friday 05/25/01 
ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL 
------------------~------ -------------------------
Wind Reading: 1.0 
Ndri, Eric FR Central State (Ohio) 
Bailey, Roy so Central State {Ohio) 
Barnaby, Marlon so McKendree (Ill.) 
Robinson, Wayne JR Lindenwood (Mo.) 
Jones, Stephen SR Voorhees College ( S. C.) 
Browne, Irvin so Lindenwood (Mo.) 
Gibbons, Kurt FR Lindenwood (Mo.) 
Lightbourne, Romel so Barber-Scotia (N. C.) 














# NAIA Meet: 20.57 Innocent Egbunike, Azusa Pacific 1985 
# NAIA Meet: 20.0h Larry Black, No Carolina Central 1972 
NAIA Qual: 21.60 
Preliminaries - Results - Saturday 05/26/01 
8 Advance: Top 3 Each Heat Plus Next 2 Best Times 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL TIME 
Heat 1 Wind Reading: -2.5 
1 Ndri, Eric FR Central State (Ohio) 21. 36 
2 Robinson, Wayne JR Lindenwood (Mo.) 21. 50 
3 Robinson, Cedrick so Edward Waters (Fla.) 21.60 
4 Arthurton, Kevin so Lindenwood (Mo.) 21.86 
5 Gibbons, Kurt FR Lindenwood (Mo.) 21.87 
6 Young, Adrian so Wayland Baptist (Texas) 22.06 
7 Hicks, Nicholas SR Voorhees College (S .C.) 22.74 
Heat 2 Wind Reading: -0.2 
1 Carver, Jason SR Aquinas (Mich.) 21.24 
2 Sperle, Jamey JR Dakota Wesleyan (S .D.) 21.26 
3 Browne, Irvin so Lindenwood (Mo.) 21. 85 
4 Cornelius, Patrick FR Wayland Baptist (Texas) 21.88 
5 Wilmes, Chris JR Mary (N.D.) 22.18 
6 Lovecamp, Brett FR Evangel (Mo.) 22.26 
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Hosted by Simon Fraser University 
Rotary Stadium, Abbotsford, B.C. - Thursday 05/24/01 to Saturday 05/26/01 
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
http://www.sfu.ca/athletics-rec/first-page/FINAL.H1M 5/29/01 
BC 
Event 2 Men's 200 Meter Dash (Continued) 
Preliminaries - Results - Saturday 05/26/01 
8 Advance: Top 3 Each Heat Plus Next 2 Best Times 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL 
- Harris, Andre FR Missouri Valley College 
Finals - Results - Saturday 05/26/01 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL 
----- ------------------------- -- ~--------------~---------
Wind Reading: NWI 
1 Ndri, Eric FR Central State (Ohio) 
2 Carver, Jason SR Aquinas (Mich.) 
3 Sperle, Jamey JR Dakota Wesleyan ( S. D. J 
4 Robinson, Wayne JR Lindenwood (Mo.) 
5 Arthur ton, Kevin so Lindenwood (Mo.) 
6 Robinson, Cedrick so Edward Waters (Fla.) 
7 Browne, Irvin so Lindenwood (Mo.) 
8 Gibbons, Kurt FR Lindenwood (Mo.) 
Event 3 Men's 400 Meter Dash 









21. 59 4 
21. 63 3 
21.79 2 
21. 81 1 
# NAIA Meet: 45.07 Devon Morris, Wayland Baptist 1986 



















Preliminaries - Results - Thursday 05/24/01 
16 Advance: Top 4 Each Heat Plus Next 4 Best Times 
ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL 
--------~---------------- -----------~-------------
Heat 1 
James, Alvarro JR Life (Ga.) 
Roberts, Alexis so Edward Waters (Fla.) 
Wardi, Jesus FR Central State (Ohio) 
Jackson, Jerome JR Wayland Baptist {Texas) 
Johnson, Terry so Edward Waters (Fla.) 
Ogawa, Paul JR Oregon Tech 
Heat 2 
Koczman, Jacob SR Northwest err. ( Iowa) 
Godwin, Ian JR McKendree (Ill.) 
\1111:.ite, Brandon JR William Jewell (Mo.) 
Peugh, Jason SR Kansas Wesleyan 
Cato, Kahlil SR Missouri Valley College 
Hanes, Danny so Southern Oregon 
Heat 3 
Robinson, Cedrick so Edward Waters {Fla.) 
Washington, Edwin FR Florida Memorial 
Cabrera, Gabe FR Azusa Pacific (Calif.) 
Championship Meet Hy-Tek's 
NAIA Outdoor Track and Field Championships 




















Rotary Stadium, Abbotsford, B.C. - Thursday 05/24/01 to Saturday 05/26/01 
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 3 Men"s 400 Meter Dash (Continued) 
http://www.sfu.ca/ athletics-rec/first-page/FIN AL.IITM 5/29/01 
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Preliminaries - Results - Thursday 05/24/01 
16 Advance: Top 4 Each Heat Plus Next 4 Best Times 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME 
4 Bishop, Andy 
5 Gonzales, Max 
6 Yasko, Jon 
- Perkins, Clint 
YR SCHOOL 
SR Jamestown (N.D.) 
JR Westmont (Calif.) 
FR Aquinas (Mich.) 
FR Voorhees College (S.C.) 
Semi-Finals - Results - Friday 05/25/01 
8 Advance: Top 3 Each Heat Plus Next 2 Best Times 












1 James, Alvarro 
2 Wardi, Jesus 
3 Roberts, Alexis 
4 Peugh, Jason 
5 Johnson, Terry 
6 White, Brandon 
7 Gonzales, Max 
- Washington, Edwin 
Heat 2 
1 Koczman, Jacob 
2 Robinson, Cedrick 
3 Cabrera, Gabe 
4 Godwin, Ian 
5 Bishop, Andy 
6 Jackson, Jerome 
7 Yasko, Jon 
8 Cato, Kahlil 
JR Life (Ga.) 
FR Central State (Ohio) 
SO Edward Waters (Fla.) 
SR Kansas Wesleyan 
SO Edward waters (Fla.) 
JR William Jewell (Mo.) 
JR Westmont (Calif.) 
FR Florida Memorial 
SR Northwestern (Iowa) 
SO Edward Waters (Fla.) 
FR Azusa Pacific (Calif.) 
JR McKendree (Ill.) 
SR Jamesto\'ffi (N.D.) 
JR Wayland Baptist (Texas} 
FR Aquinas (Mich.) 
SR Missouri Valley College 
Finals - Results - Saturday 05/26/01 
ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL 
--======================= -------------------------
Koczman, Jacob SR Northwestern (Iowa) 
James, Alvarro JR Life {Ga.) 
Robinson, Cedrick so Edward Waters (Fla. ) 
Roberts, Alexis so Edward Waters (Fla. ) 
Godwin, Ian JR McKendree ( Ill. l 
Wardi, Jesus FR Central State (Ohio) 
Cabrera, Gabe FR Azusa Pacific (Calif.) 
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Rotary Stadium, Abbotsford, B.C. - Thursday 05/24/01 to Saturday 
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 4 Men's 800 Meter Dash 
# NAIA Meet: 1:46.10 Kenneth Koech, McKendree IL 1999 
NAIA Qual: 1:52.60 
http://www.sfu.ca/ athletics-rec/first-page/FIN AL.HIM 
05/26/01 
5/29/01 
Page 31 of 52 
Preliminaries - Results - Thursday 05/24/01 
16 Advance: Top 4 Each Heat Plus Next 4 Best Times 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL 
-=========----------=----
Heat 1 
1 Koech, Kenneth 
2 Roberts, Alexis 
3 Baregensabe, Fidele 
4 Nehus, Eddie 
5 Edgar, Rob 
6 Arnuzu, Philbert 
Heat 2 
1 Etheridge, Ricky 
2 Clark, Garry 
3 Wachtmann, John 
4 Gonzales, Joe 
5 Zeller, Torry 
6 Kingma, Ron 
Heat 3 
1 Kabara, Anthony 
2 Bishop, Tim 
3 Karnani, Michael 
4 Njenga, Daniel 
5 Stone, Jordan 
6 Clason, Nate 
so McKendree (Ill.) 
SO Edward Waters (Fla.) 
JR Life (Ga.) 
SR Ceda~ille (Ohio) 
JR Geneva ( Pa . ) 
FR McKendree (Ill.) 
SR California Baptist 
FR Dana (Neb.) 
SO Taylor (Ind.) 
so Northwood (Texas) 
SR Sioux Falls (S.D.) 
SR Dordt (Iowa) 
JR Cumberland (Ky,) 
JR Black Hills State (S.D.) 
SO Central Methodist (Mo.) 
FR Grace (Ind. ) 
FR Northwood (Texas) 
JR Cornerstone (Mich.) 
Semi-Finals - Results - Friday 05/25/01 
8 Advance: Top 3 Each Heat Plus Next 2 Best Times 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL 
----- ------------------------- -- ===----======-------====-
Heat 1 
1 Etheridge, Ricky SR California Baptist 
2 Baregensabe, Fidele JR Life (Ga. l 
3 Kamani, Michael so Central Methodist (Mo.) 
4 Roberts, Alexis so Edward Waters (Fla.) 
5 Clark, Garry FR Dana (Neb.) 
6 Clason, Nate JR Cornerstone (Mich.) 
7 Njenga, Daniel FR Grace {Ind. ) 
8 Stone, Jordan FR Northwood (Texas) 
Heat 2 
1 Koech, Kenneth so McKendree (Ill.) 
2 Kabara, Anthony JR Cumberland (Ky.) 
3 wachtmann, John so Taylor (Ind.) 
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Hosted by Simon Fraser University 
Rotary Stadiu.m, Abbotsford, B.C. - Thursday 05/24/01 to Saturday 05/26/01 
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 4 Men's 800 Meter Dash (Continued) 
Semi-Finals - Results - Friday 05/25/01 
8 Advance: Top 3 Each Heat Plus Next 2 Best Times 
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------------------------- -- ------------------------- ---------
5 Nehus, Eddie SR Cedarville (Ohio) 1:51.76 
6 Gonzales, Joe so Northwood (Texas) 1:52.61 
7 Edgar, Rob JR Geneva (Pa.) 1:54.57 
8 Zeller, Torry SR Sioux Falls (S .D.) 1:57.07 
Finals - Results - Saturday 05/26/01 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL TIME 
------------------------- ------------------------- ---------
1 Kabara, Anthony JR Cumberland (Ky.) 1:48.89 
2 Koech, Kenneth so McKendree (Ill.) 1:49.32 
3 Etheridge, Ricky SR California Baptist 1:50.93 
4 Baregensabe, Fidele JR Life (Ga.) 1:51.23 
5 Kamani, Michael so Central Methodist (Mo.) 1:51.68 
6 Wachtmann, John so Taylor (Ind. ) 1:51.82 
7 Bishop, Tim JR Black Hills State (S ,D. l 1:52.27 
8 Nehus, Eddie SR Cedarville (Ohio) 1:55.34 
Event 5 Men's 1,500 Meter Run 
# NAIA Meet: 3:43.04 Julius Achon, Southern-New Orleans 1995 
NAIA Qual: 3:55.25 
Finals - Results - Saturday 05/26/01 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME 
1 Sharangabo, Alexis 
2 Koech, Kenneth 
3 Etheridge, Ricky 
4 Adams, James 
5 McDaniel, Mike 
6 Baregensabe, Fidele 
7 Seifert, Brandon 
8 Miller, Matt 
9 Scime, Steve 
10 Chandler, Marcus 
11 Dech, Sam 
12 Custance, Perry 
13 Peterson, Sean 
14 Matthias, Aaron 
- Atem, Mabior 
YR SCHOOL 
SR Brevard College 
SO McKendree (Ill.) 
SR California Baptist 
JR Cal State San Marcos 
JR Black Hills State {S.D.) 
JR Life (Ga.) 
SR Concordia (Neb.) 
JR Siena Heights (Mich.) 
JR Graceland (Iowa) 
SO Cal State San Marcos 
JR Southern Nazarene (Okla . ) 
FR Oregon Tech 
FR Southern Oregon 
SO Northwest Nazarene Univ 
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Rotary Stadium, Abbotsford, B.C. - Thursday 05/24/01 to Saturday 05/26/01 
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 6 Men's 5,000 Meter Run 
# NAIA Meet: 13:41.81 Julius Randich, Lubbock Christian 1993 
NAIA Qual: 14:56.24 
Preliminaries - Results - Friday 05/25/01 
16 Advance: Top 6 Each Heat Plus Next 4 Best Times 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL TIME 
http://www.sfu.ca/ athletics-rec/first-page/FIN AL.HTM 5/29/01 
Page 33 of 52 
----- --~-----------------~---- -- ------------------------- =;::::;:======== 
Heat 1 
1 Ondirnu, George FR Life (Ga.) 15:03.02 
2 Ngure, John JR Huntington (Ind.) 15:03.13 
3 Rop, Gabriel SR Taylor (Ind.) 15:03.32 
4 Tighe, Brad so Minot State (N.D.) 15:03.46 
5 Kibungei, Daniel SR Malone {Ohio) 15:03.47 
6 McDaniel, Joe FR Cumberland (Ky. l 15:08.93 
7 Sees, Ted so Dakota State ( S. D.) 15:15.04 
8 Leonard, Dave SR Malone (Ohio) 15:27.38 
9 Moinet, Antoine FR Life (Ga.) 15:35.76 
10 Gall, Ben JR Eastern Oregon 15:37.05 
11 McCrea, Rusty JR Northwest (Wash.) 16:20.04 
Heat 2 
1 Sharangabo, Alexis SR Brevard College 15:20.05 
2 Reyes, Sergio JR Cedarville (Ohio) 15:20.22 
3 Hernandez, Gabriel JR California Baptist 15:20.27 
4 Wheatley, Nathanael so Southwestern (Kan.) 15:20.29 
5 Olson, Phil SO Northwest (Wash. J 15:20.53 
6 Inzuzna, Albar JR California Baptist 15: 27. 99 
7 Kiflu, Bereket JR Brevard College 15:40.56 
8 Ramirez, Chris JR Azusa Pacific (Calif.} 15:49.76 
9 Mathias, Fabio Concordia (Calif.) 15:56.30 
10 Riley, Tim JR Eastern Oregon 16:02.11 
11 Fernando, Suarez FR Edward Waters {Fla.) 16:42.91 
Finals - Results - Saturday 05/26/01 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL TIME PTS 
----- ------------------------- -- ---==--------===----===== ---------- ---
1 Sharangabo, Alexis SR Brevard College 14:20.23 10 
2 Reyes, Sergio JR Cedarville (Ohio) 14:22.18 8 
3 Rop, Gabriel SR Taylor (Ind.) 14:25.11 6 
4 Ondimu, George FR Life (Ga.) 14:26.24 5 
5 Hernandez, Gabriel JR California Baptist 14:26.49 4 
6 Tighe, Brad so Minot State {N.D.) 14:27.79 3 
7 Kibungei, Daniel SR Malone (Ohio) 14:27.81 2 
8 Ngure, John JR Huntington (Ind.) 14:51.57 1 
9 McDaniel, Joe FR Cumberland (Ky.) 14:56.95 
10 Wheatley, Nathanael so Southwestern (Kan.) 15:06.25 
11 Leonard, Dave SR Malone (Ohio) 15:11.66 
12 Olson, Phil so Northwest (Wash.) 15:16.29 
3C Athletics Championship Meet Hy-Tek's MEE'l MANAGER 
Page 35 NAIA Outdoor Track and Field Championships 
Hosted by Simon Fraser University 
Rotary Stadium, Abbotsford, B.C. - Thursday 05/24/01 to Saturday 05/26/02-
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 6 Me~'s 5,000 Meter Run {Continued) 
Finals - Results - Saturday 05/26/01 
PLACE ATHLETE NA.~E 
-------=-------====----== 
13 Inzuzna, Albar 
14 Sees, Ted 
15 Gall, Ben 
YR SCHOOL 
JR California Baptist 
SO Dakota State (S.D.) 
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Event 7 Men's 10,000 Meter Run 
# NAIA Meet: 28:16.95 Julius Randich, Lubbock Christian 1993 
NAIA Qual: 31:55.55 
Finals - Results - Thursday 05/24/01 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME 
1 Kibungei, Daniel 
2 Ngure, John 
3 Reyes, Sergio 
4 Newell, Dennis 
5 Smith, Kevin 
6 Kiflu, Bereket 
7 Bergquist, Warren 
8 Moinet, Antoine 
9 Shafer, Casey 
10 Olson, Phil 
11 Inzuzna, Albar 
12 Lopez, Roberto 
13 Grey, Preston 
14 Mathias, Fabio 
15 Kaiser, Nate 
16 Miller, Jason 
17 Gall, Ben 
YR SCHOOL 
SR Malone (Ohio) 
JR Huntington (Ind.) 
JR Cedarville (Ohio) 
SO Black Hills State (S.D.) 
SR Aquinas {Mich.) 
JR Brevard College 
so Southwestern {Kan.) 
FR Life (Ga.) 
JR St. Francis (Ind.) 
SO Northwest (Wash.) 
JR California Baptist 
JR Fresno Pacific (Calif . ) 
SO Cornerstone (Mich.) 
Concordia (Calif.) 
JR Aquinas (Mich.) 
SR Indiana Wesleyan 
JR Eastern Oregon 



















# NAIA Meet: 2:21:08.22 Jim Bob Cairns, Puget Sound 1985 
NAIA Qual: 2:43:50.00 
Finals - Results - Saturday 05/26/01 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL TIME 
------------------------- =========~=======--==--== ------------
1 Birren, Sean SR Lindenwood (Mo.) 2:30:07.00 
2 Kloz, David SR Cal State San Marcos 2:30:58.00 
3 Bomhoff, Greg SR Southwestern (Kan.) 2:31:04.00 
4 Brindle, Jason SR Dana (Neb.) 2:34:22.00 
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Rotary Stadium, Abbotsford, B.C. - Thursday 05/24/01 to Saturday 05/26/01 
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 8 Men's Marathon (Continued) 
Finals - Results - Saturday 05/26/01 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL TIME PTS 
----- ------------------------- -- ------------------------- ------------ ---
6 Hoffman, Jacob JR Mount Marty ( S .D.) 2:37:00.00 3 
7 Alloway, Cliff JR Southwestern (Kan. J 2:39:42.00 2 
8 Wright, Adam SR Southwestern (Kan. l 2:40:12.00 1 
9 Bierbaum, Marc SR Dana (Neb.) 2:42:14.00 
10 Schroiedeberg, Brady FR Oklahoma Baptist 2:42:55.00 
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11 Aguer o , Matt 
12 Latell a, Ian 
13 Maarleveld, Josh 
14 Cooke, Mark 
15 Hodgson, Eric 
16 Sutton, Jonathan 
17 Tabor , Jon 
18 Hoeflinger, Tim 
19 Milner, Ryan 
20 Gerber, Justin 
21 Fiedle r, Ni ck 
22 Kasprowicz, Dan 
23 Marquardt , Michael 
2 4 Scott, Davi d 
25 Collins, Jef f 
- Beisner, Joe 
- Byerley, Ma tt 
- Sorenson, Jeremy 
- Davis, Clint 
- Wagner, Allen 
- I ves, Tim 
SO Ea s t Central Uni v (Okl a) 
FR Da na (Neb . ) 
JR Aquinas (Mi c h.) 
SR Berry (Ga.) 
SO Malone (Ohio) 
JR Berry (Ga . ) 
SR Taylor (Ind.) 
SR Taylor (Ind.) 
SO Dana (Neb . ) 
JR Cedarvil l e (Ohio) 
SR Berry (Ga . ) 
FR Aqui nas (Mich.) 
JR Binningham Southern 
JR Lipscomb Univ (Tenn) 
SO Lewis -Clark (Id.) 
SR Northwood (Texas ) 
SR Berea (Ky.) 
JR Ma ry (N.D.) 
SO Evangel (Mo.) 
JR Dana (Neb . ) 
SO Dordt (Iowa) 
Event 9 Men's 110 Meter High Hurdles 
2:43:04 . 00 
2:43:48 . 00 
2: 46:39 .0 0 
2:48: 10.00 
2: 48 : 49 . 00 
2:49:57.00 
2 :50:04 .00 
2: 52 :28.00 
2 :54:01. 00 
2 : 54:58 . 00 
2 :58:12 . 00 
3:04 : 0 0. 00 
3: 08:12 .0 0 
3 : 15:21.00 







# NAIA Meet : 13.88 Steve Parker, Abilene Christian 1982 
# NAIA Me et: 13.Sh Rodney Milburn, Southern-Baton Rouge 1972 
NAIA Qual : 14. 80 
Preliminaries - Results - Thu~sday 05 /24/01 
16 Advance: Top 3 Each Heat Plus Next 4 Best Times 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL 
Heat 1 Wind Reading : -2.0 
1 Skoberne, Ales SO Point Loma Naz . (Calif .) 
2 De Groot, Doug SR Bethel (Kan. l 
3 Blacksher, Anthony SO Cal State San Marcos 
3 Stanton , Trent SR J amestown (N .D.) 
5 Green, Es au FR Voorhees College (S . C.) 
Heat 2 Wind Reading: - 2.2 
1 Clay, Bryan JR Azusa Pacific (Calif.) 
TIME 
14 . 46 
14.92 
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Rotary Stadium, Abbotsford, B.C. - Thursday 05 /24/01 t o Saturday 05/26 /01 
COMPLETE REST.IT.,TS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 9 Men's 110 Meter High Hurdles (Continued) 
Preliminaries - Results - Thursday 05/24/01 
16 Advance : Top 3 Each Heat Plus Next 4 Best Time s 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME 
2 Anderson, Luke 
3 Williams, Shomari 
4 Bogdanof, Ben 
5 Bowers, Andrew 
YR SCHOOL 
SR Oklahoma Christ ian 
JR Azusa Pacific (Calif.) 
FR Fresno Pacif i c (Calif.) 









6 Christopher, Kelly 
Heat 3 Wind Reading: 
1 Davidson, Richard 
2 Miller, Tanner 
3 Lane, Derek 
4 Thomas, Chris 
5 Bain, Tamiko 
6 Lindley, Dannon 
Heat 4 Wind Reading: 
1 Hughes, Robbie 
2 Adams, Raymonn 
3 Limke, Dave 
4 Voss, Mark 
5 Smith, Larando 
6 Hounshell, Alan 
JR St. Ambrose (Iowa) 
-2.6 
FR Huston-Tillotson (Texas) 
SO Mary (N.D.) 
SO Southern Nazarene (Okla.) 
SO William Jewell (Mo.) 
FR Barber-Scotia (N.C.) 
SO Voorhees College (S.C.) 
-1. 2 
SR Life (Ga.) 
SR Doane (Neb. ) 
JR Minot State (N.D.) 
SO Taylor (Ind. l 
FR Barber-Scotia (N.C.) 
FR Indiana Wesleyan 
Semi-Finals - Results - Friday 05/25/01 
8 Advance: Top 3 Each Heat Plus Next 2 Best Times 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL 
Heat 1 Wind Reading: 
1 Hughes, Robbie 
2 Skoberne, Ales 
3 Anderson, Luke 
4 Stanton, Trent 
5 De Groot, Doug 
6 Thomas, Chris 
7 Blacksher, Anthony 
8 Bogdanof, Ben 
Heat 2 Wind Reading: 
1 Davidson, Richard 
2 Clay, Bryan 
3 Williams, Shomari 
4 Miller, Tanner 
5 Adams, Raymonn 
5 Lane, Derek 
7 Bain, Tamiko 
- Limke, Dave 
NWI 
SR Life (Ga.} 
SO Point Loma Naz. (Calif.) 
SR Oklahoma Christian 
SR Jamestown (N.D.J 
SR Bethel (Kan.) 
SO William Jewell (Mo.) 
SO Cal State San Marcos 
FR Fresno Pacific (Calif.) 
-1.0 
FR Huston-Tillotson (Texas) 
JR Azusa Pacific (Calif.) 
JR Azusa Pacific (Calif.) 
SO Mary (N.D.) 
SR Doane (Neb. ) 
SO Southern Nazarene (Okla.) 
FR Barber-Scotia (N.C.) 
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Hosted by Simon Fraser University 
Rotary Stadium, Abbotsford, B.C. - Thursday 05/24/01 to Saturday 05 / 26/01 
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Finals - Results - Friday 05/25/01 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL TIME PTS 
----- --======================= ------------------------- ======= 
Wind Reading: -3.0 
1 Hughes, Robbie SR Life (Ga.) 14.22 10 
2 Davidson, Richard FR Huston-Tillotson (Texas J 14 .24 8 
3 Clay, Bryan JR Azusa Pacific (Calif.) 14.40 6 
4 Skoberne, Ales so Point Loma Naz. (Calif. l 14.45 5 
5 Anderson, Luke SR Oklahoma Christian 14. 68 4 
6 Williams, Shomari JR Azusa Pacific (Calif.) 14.77 3 
7 Stanton, Trent SR Jamestown (N .D.) 14.78 2 
8 Miller, Tanner so Mary (N .D.) 14.85 1 
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Event 10 Men's 400 Meter Int Hurdles 
# NAIA Meet: 50.05 Ed Brown, Saginaw Valley State 1984 
NAIA Qual: 54.10 
Preliminaries - Results - Thursday 05/24/01 
16 Advance: Top 3 Each Heat Plus Next 4 Best Times 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL TIME 
Heat 1 
1 Miller, Tanner 
2 De Groot, Doug 
3 Voss, Mark 
4 Williams, Rodney 
5 Kim, Chong 
6 Cook, Jon 
7 Baron, Jason 
Heat 2 
1 Jackson, Jamaal 
2 Koutz, Paul 
3 Grazian, Dave 
4 Neal, Matt 
5 Cleary, Steve 
6 Bogdanof, Ben 
- Van Tongeren, Chad 
Heat 3 
1 Williams, Shomari 
2 Collier, CJ 
3 Reynolds, Cliff 
4 Overton, Randy 
5 Smith, Kendon 
6 Zirbel, Todd 
7 Smith, Sheldon 
Heat 4 
1 Beverlin, Kyle 
2 Dunn, Nick 
SO Mary (N.D.) 
SR Bethel (Kan.) 
SO Taylor (Ind.) 
SO Lindenwood (Mo.) 
so Southwestern (Kan . ) 
SO Goshen (Ind. ) 
JR Malone (Ohio) 
SR Oklahoma Baptist 
SO Cornerstone (Mich.) 
SR Azusa Pacific (Calif.) 
JR Baker (Kan. ) 
JR Jamestown (N.D.) 
FR Fresno Pacific (Calif.) 
Simon Fraser (B.C.) 
JR Azusa Pacific {Calif.) 
FR Tiffin (Ohio} 
SR Cedarville (Ohio) 
JR Oklahoma Baptist 
SR Spring Arbor (Mich.) 
JR Dakota State (S.D.) 
FR Bethel (Ind.) 
JR William Jewell (Mo.) 
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COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 10 Men's 400 Meter Int Hurdles (Continued) 
Preliminaries - Results - Thursday 05/24/01 
16 Advance: Top 3 Each Heat Plus Next 4 Best Times 
ATHLE:TE NAME YR SCHOOL 
=---====~---~==:========~ -- -----------------~-------
Fields, Jarvis so Oklahoma Baptist 
Phillips, Kurt SR Geneva (Pa.) 
Sheire, Joe so Southern Oregon 
Thomas, Chris so William Jewell {Mo.) 
Fluker, Michael FR Florida Memorial 
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8 Advance: Top 3 Each Heat Plus Next 2 Best Times 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL TIME 
---~-----~--------------- ------------------------- ======= 
Heat 1 
1 Miller, Tanner so Mary (N.D.) 52. 2h 
2 Grazian, Dave SR Azusa Pacific (Calif.) 52.7h 
3 De Groot, Doug SR Bethel {Kan. ) 52.9h 
4 Collier, CJ FR Tiffin (Ohio) 53.lh 
5 Beverlin, Kyle JR William Jewell (Mo.) 53.3h 
6 Overton, Randy JR Oklahoma Baptist 53.8h 
7 Reynolds, Cliff SR Cedarville (Ohio) 54.4h 
8 Neal, Matt JR Baker (Kan. ) 54.9h 
Heat 2 
1 Jackson, Jamaal SR Oklahoma Baptist 51.4h 
2 Dunn, Nick FR Southern Oregon 52.6h 
3 Williams, Shomari JR Azusa Pacific (Calif.) 53.0h 
4 Koutz, Paul so Cornerstone (Mich. l 53. 2h 
5 Voss, Mark so Taylor (Ind.) 53.8h 
6 Fields, Jarvis so Oklahoma Baptist 54.4h 
7 Williams, Rodney so Linden wood {Mo.) 54.6h 
8 Phillips, Kurt SR Geneva (Pa.) 54. 8h 
Finals - Results - Saturday 05/26/01 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL TIME PTS 
--======================~ -- ------------------------- ======== 
1 Jackson, Jamaal SR Oklahoma Baptist 50.26 10 
2 Miller, Tanner so Mary (N .D,) 51. 52 8 
3 Williams, Shomari JR Azusa Pacific (Calif.) 52.00 6 
4 Collier, CJ FR Tiffin (Ohio) 52.85 5 
5 De Groot, Doug SR Bethel (Kan.) 52.97 4 
6 Grazian, Dave SR Azusa Pacific (Calif.) 53.17 3 
7 Dunn, Nick FR Southern Oregon 53.51 2 
8 Koutz, Paul so Cornerstone (Mich. l 53.54 1 
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COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 11 Men's 3,000 Meter Steeplechase 
# NAIA Meet: 8:40.98 Sammy Nyamongo, Life GA 1997 
# NAIA Meet: 8:45.6h John Kebiro, Eastern New Mexico 1976 
NAIA Qual: 9:30.00 
Preliminaries - Results - Thursday 05/24/01 
12 Advance: Top 3 Each Heat Plus Next 3 Best Times 
ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL 
---------------------~--- -------------------------
Heat 1 
Ondimu, George FR Life {Ga.) 
Bail, Nate JR Malone (Ohio) 
McCrea, Rusty JR Northwest (Wash.) 
Christensen, Justin SR Dana (Neb.) 
Easdale, Andrew JR Graceland (Iowa) 
TIME 
----------
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6 Nicholson, Syd 
7 Zuber, Jeremy 
8 Dwello, Zach 
9 Lowery, Brian 
Heat 2 
1 Marney, Rob 
2 Rotich, Mark 
3 Godoy, Ricardo 
4 Kwantes, Jeff 
5 Whitlock, Brian 
6 Bikis, Jekabs 
7 Buchholz, Tim 
8 Callon, Cody 
9 Wilkerson, Dan 
10 Sullivan, Brian 
Heat 3 
1 Finch, Jason 
2 Rop, Gabriel 
3 Stephenson, Jay 
4 Littrell, Brant 
5 Cheruiyot, Felix 
6 Norris, Cameron 
7 Hammac, Micah 
8 Reeves, Zach 
9 Jesaitis, Vince 
10 Bills, Ryan 
SR Indiana Wesleyan 
JR Mid-Amer Nazarene (Kan.) 
FR Northwest Nazarene Univ 
SR 'Sioux Falls (S,D.} 
JR Black Hills State (S.D.} 
SR Malone (Ohio) 
SR California Baptist 
JR Simon Fraser (B.C.) 
SR Oklahoma Baptist 
JR Dallas Baptist TX 
SO Hastings (Neb.) 
FR Simon Fraser (B.C.) 
so Aquinas (Mich.) 
so Cal State San Marcos 
SO Westmont (Calif.) 
SR Taylor (Ind.) 
SO Berry (Ga.) 
FR Southwestern (Kan.) 
SR Roberts Wesleyan (N.Y . ) 
SO Huntington (Ind.) 
SR Graceland (Iowa) 
SO Doane (Neb. ) 
SR William Jewell (Mo.) 
SR Siena Heights {Mich.) 
9:35.56 
9:37.30 
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Rotary Stadium, Abbotsford, B.C. - Thursday 05/24/01 to Saturday 05/26/01 
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Finals - Results - Saturday 05/26/01 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME 
1 Ondimu, George 
2 Rap, Gabriel 
3 Marney, Rob 
4 Godoy, Ricardo 
5 Rotich, Mark 
6 Finch, Jason 
7 Kwantes, Jeff 
8 McCrea, Rusty 
9 Stephenson, Jay 
10 Whitlock, Brian 
11 Littrell, Brant 
12 Bail, Nate 
YR SCHOOL 
FR Life (Ga.) 
SR Taylor (Ind.) 
JR Black Hills State (S.D.) 
SR California Baptist 
SR Malone (Ohio) 
SO Westmont (Calif.) 
JR Simon Fraser (B.C.) 
JR Northwest (Wash.) 
SO Berry (Ga.) 
SR Oklahoma Baptist 
FR Southwestern (Kan.) 
JR Malone (Ohio) 
Event 13 Men's 4xl00 Meter Relay 
PL RELAY 
# NAIA Meet: 39.92 Central State OH 1995 
NAIA Qual: 41. 85 
Preliminaries - Results - Friday 05/25/01 
8 Advance: Top 3 Each Heat Plus Next 2 Best Times 
AFFILIATION 


































1) Arthurton, Kevin SO 2) Browne, Irvin so 




















Boyce, Nathaniel FR 
Cornelius, Patrick FR 
Friends (Kan.} 
Johnson, Delrick SO 
Bowers, Andrew JR 
Oklahoma Baptist 
Collier, Paul FR 
Jackson, Jamaal SR 
(Texas) 
2) Young, Adrian SO 
4) Jackson, Jerome JR 
2) Raybould, David FR 
4) Howell, Aaron FR 
2) Reynolds, James FR 
4) Sirop, Olivier SO 
Southern Oregon 
Greenwood, Andy FR 
Lawson, Keith FR 
Azusa Pacific 
Clay, Bryan JR 






Schumacher, Jon FR 
McKenzie, Eric SO 
Williams, Shomari JR 
Grazian, Dave SR 
Jamestown (N.D.) 
Oelrich, Marty JR 
Thronson, Ted JR 
2) White, Trev SO 
4) Kaylor, Kent JR 
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COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 13 Men's 4x100 Meter Relay {Continued) 
Preliminaries - Results - Friday 05/25/01 
8 Advance: Top 3 Each Heat Plus Next 2 Best Times 
PL RELAY AFFILIATION 
- DOAN Doane (Neb.) 
1) ware, Charles FR 
3) Shalmadine, Brian JR 
Heat 2 
2) Krusemark, Dusty FR 
4) Adams, Raymonn SR 
1 MCK McKendree (Ill.) 
1) Dennis, Chadwick SO 2) King, Marc JR 
3) Powell, Nicholas JR 4) Barnaby, Marlon so 
2 AC Aquinas (Mich.) 
1) Thelen, Andy SR 
3) Jauregui, Adam JR 
2) Holmes, Henry SO 
4) Carver, Jason SR 
3 CSU Central State (Ohio} 
1) Marshall, Lashaun SO 
3) Wardi, Jesus FR 
4 MARY Mary (N.D.) 
1) Brandt, Rob SR 
3) Wilmes, Chris JR 
2) Bailey, Roy SO 
4) Ndri, Eric FR 
5 HTC Huston-Tillotson 
2) Schafer, Ryan SO 
4) Miller, Tanner SO 
(Texas) 
1) Gerald, Jason SR 
3) Waites, Calvin JR 
6 BSC Barber-Scotia 
1) Sidberry, Antonio SO 
3) Smith, Larando FR 
2) Davidson, Richard FR 
4) Conley, Charles SO 
(N.C.) 
2) Lightbourne, Romel so 
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7 vc Voorhees College 
1) Green, Preston JR 
3) Green , Esau FR 
8 HAST Hastings (Neb.) 
1) Thompson, Craig JR 
3) Wagner, Luke FR 
(S.C.) 
2 ) Jones, Stephen SR 
4) Hi cks, Nicholas SR 
2) Daunglumchunt, Danny FR 
4) Belzer , Rosauro FR 
PL RELAY 
Finals - Results - Saturday 05/26/01 
AFFILIATION 
======--======----====--=======~=~=====:=================~ 
1 MCK McKendree (Ill.) 
1) Dennis, Chadwick so 2) King, Marc JR 
3) Powell, Nicholas JR 4) Barnaby, Marlon so 
2 LIND Lindenwood (Mo.) 
1) Arthurton, Kevin so 2) Browne, Irvin so 
J) Gibbons, Kurt FR 4) Robinson, Wayne JR 
3 AC Aquinas (Mich. l 
1) Thelen, Andy SR 2) Holmes, Henry so 
3) Jauregui, Adam JR 4) Carver, Jason SR 





39.Bh -ff. 10 
40 .2h 8 
41. Oh 6 
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Hosted by Simon Fraser University 
Rotary Stadium, Abbotsford , B.C. - Thursday 05/24/ 01 to Saturday 05/26/01 
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
PL RELAY 
Event 13 Men's 4xl00 Meter Relay (Continued) 
Finals - Results - Saturday 05/26/01 
AFFILIATION 
4 WBU Wayland Baptist 
1) Boyce, Nathaniel FR 
3) Cornelius, Patrick FR 
5 PRU Friends (Kan.) 
1) Johnson, Delrick SO 
3) Bowers, Andrew JR 
6 MARY Mary {N.D.) 
1) Brandt, Rob SR 
3) Wilmes, Chris JR 
- OBU Oklahoma Baptist 
1) Collier, Paul FR 
3) Jackso~., Jamaal SR 
(Texas) 
2) Young, Adrian so 
4) Jackson, Jerome JR 
2) Raybould, David FR 
4) Howell, Aaron FR 
2) Schafer, Ryan SO 
4) Miller, Tanner SO 
2} Reynolds,· James FR 
4) Sirop, Olivier SO 
Event 14 Men's 4x400 Meter Relay 
# NAIA Meet: 3:05 .40 Mississippi Valley State 1981 
NAIA Qual: 3:17.50 
Preliminaries - Results - Friday 05/25/01 
8 Advance: Top 2 Each Heat Plus Next 2 Best Times 
?L RELAY AFFILIATION 
Heat 1 
1 MANU Mid-Amer Nazarene (Kan.) 











3) Earls, Brandon JR 4) Lee, Kelvin SR 
2 NWIA Northwestern (Iowa) 
1) Bahrke, Scott SR 2) Reitz, Bob SO 
3) Koerselrnan, Beau SO 4) Koczman, Jacob SR 
3 LIND Linden wood (Mo.) 
1) Woods, Sheldon SO 2) Arthurton, Kevin SO 
3) Williams, Rodney SO 4) Robinson, Wayne JR 
4 DOAN Doane (Neb.) 
1) Mann, Anthony JR 2) Broyles, Jeremy SR 
3) McDowell, Josh SO 4) Krusemark, Dusty FR 
5 TU Taylor (Ind.) 
1) Voss, Mark SO 2) Boronow, Russell SO 
3) Keller, Joey FR 4) wachtmann, John SO 
6 PLNU Point Loma Naz . (Calif.) 
1) Hitchens, Jason FR 2) Best, Josh SR 
3) Young, Jacob JR 4) Miller, Danny so 
Heat 2 
1 EWC Edward Waters (Fla.) 
1) Johnson, Terry SO 2) Robinson, Cedrick SO 
3) Delancy, Stuart 4) Roberts, Alexis SO 
BC Athletics Championship Meet Hy-Tek's 
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Rotary Stadium, Abbotsford, B.C. - Thursday 05/24/01 to Saturday 05/26/01 
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 14 Men's 4x400 Meter Relay (Continued) 
Preliminaries - Results - Friday 05/25/01 
8 Advance: Top 2 Each Heat Plus Next 2 Best Times 









Dunn, Nick FR 
McNair, Caileh FR 
Central State 
Thompson, Kemal JR 







Hanes, Danny SO 
McKenzie, Eric SO 
McLemore, Jason FR 






Harvey, Reonardo FR 
Holgate, Duane FR 
Oregon Tech 
Ogawa, Paul JR 
weeks, Cody FR 
Heat 3 
2) Washington, Edwin FR 
4) Fluker, Michael FR 
2) Sizer, Anthony SR 
4) Nelson, Scott FR 
1 APU Azusa Pacific (Calif.) 
1) Cabrera, Gabe FR 2) Carlson, Chris JR 
3) Grazian, Dave SR 4) Williams, Shomari JR 
2 OBU Oklahoma Baptist 
1) Klein, Justin SR 
3) Fields, Jarvis SO 
3 MARY Mary (N.D.) 
1) Wittmayer, Justin SO 
3) Towner, Nick FR 
4 WBU Wayland Baptist 
1) Jackson, Jerome JR 
3) Cornelius, Patrick FR 
2) Thompson, Jeff FR 
4) Jackson, Jamaal SR 
2) Miller, Tanner SO 
4) Wilmes, Chris JR 
(Texas) 
2) Strickland, Matt SR 









3: 15. 71 
3:16.34 
5/29/01 
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5 JAM Jarnesto..m {N.D.) 3:17.48 
1) Thronson, Ted JR 







6 DORD Dordt (Iowa) 3:22.66 
1) Carlson, Eric SR 







Finals - Results - Saturday 05/26/01 
PL RELAY AFFILIATION 
1 MANU Mia-Arner Nazarene (Kan.) 
1) Hobbs, Vincent JR 2) Springfield, Bernard JR 
3) Earls, Brandon JR 4) Lee, Kelvin SR 
2 OBU Oklahoma Baptist 
1) Klein, Justin SR 
3) Fields, Jarvis SO 
2) Talton, Aaron SO 
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COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
?L RELAY 
Event 14 Men's 4x400 Meter Relay (Continued) 










APU Azusa Pacific (Calif.) 
1) Carlson, Chris JR 2) Cabrera, Gabe FR 
3) Grazian, Dave SR 4) Williams, Shomari JR 
EWC Edward Waters (Fla. J 
1) Johnson, Terry so 2) Robinson, Cedrick so 
3) Fernando, Suarez FR 4) Roberts, Alexis so 
LIND Lindenwood (Mo.) 
1) Woods, Sheldon so 2) Arthurton, Kevin so 
3) 'J•otton, Demetrius FR 4) Williams, Rodney so 
NWIA Northwestern (Iowa) 
1} Bahrke, Scott SR 2) Reitz, Bob so 
3) Koerselman, Beau so 4) Koczman, Jacob SR 
sou Southern Oregon 
1) Dunn, Nick FR 2) Hanes, Danny so 
3) McNair, Caileh FR 4) McKenzie, Eric so 
DOAN Doane (Neb.) 
1) 
3) 
Mann, Anthony JR 2) Broyles, Jeremy SR 
McDowell, Josh so 4) Krusemark, Dusty FR 
Event 15 Men's 4x800 Meter Relay 
# NAIA Meet: 7:29.85 California Baptist 1999 
NAIA Qual: 7:46.50 
Preliminaries - Results - Thursday 05/24/01 
8 Advance: Top 2 Each Heat Plus Next 4 Best Times 
PL RELAY AFFILIATION 
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Heat 1 
1 DORD Dordt (Iowa) 7:35.77 
1) Dekkers, Jon JR 2) Taylor, Jeff FR 
3) Foreman, Dan FR 4) Kingma, Ron SR 
2 CUMB Cumberland (Ky.) 7:36.30 
1) Key, Christian JR 2) Detry, Thetlon FR 
3) Salvato, Joe FR 4) Kabara, Anthony JR 
3 WMC Westmont (Calif.) 7:36.61 
1) Stevick, Joseph JR 2) Meador, Tim JR 
3) Lemon, Mike SO 4) Torres, Matthew JR 
4 CMC Central Methodist (Mo.) 7:37.81 
1) Davis, Ben SO 2) Ngugi, Eliud JR 
3) Snow, Carter FR 4) Kamani, Michael so 
5 CBC California Baptist 7:38.72 
1) Romero, Angel JR 2) Shively, Eric JR 
3) Wardell, Brian so 4) Moreno, Irv JR 
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COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 15 Men's 4x800 Meter Relay (Continued) 
Preliminaries - Results - Thursday 05/24/01 
8 Advance: Top 2 Each Heat Plus Next 4 Best Times 
PL RELAY AFFILIATION 
6 FRU Friends {Kan.) 
1) Reeves, Kurt SO 2) Brundage, Kurt JR 
3) Dyer, Andrew SO 4) Gallardo, Justin JR 
7 GRAC Grace (Ind.) 
1) Paschal, Paul SO 2) Stoffel, Jerid FR 
3) woodruff, Art FR 4) Njenga, Daniel FR 
- DOAN Doane (Neb.) 
1) Hanagan, Connor FR 2) McCright, Dennison FR 
3) Mann, Anthony JR 4) Meduna, Luke JR 
Heat 2 
1 OBU Oklahoma Baptist 
1) Klein, Justin SR 2) Merlyn, Greg SR 
3} Miller, Myle SO 4) Talton, Aaron SO 
2 EOU Eastern Oregon 
1) Schroeder, Ian FR 2) Egel us, Pat FR 
3) Terry, Ben SO 4) Terry, Dave so 
3 AC Aquinas (Mich.) 
1) Gary, Brendan SO 2) Essick, Eric JR 
3) Olson, Phil FR 4) Wojciakowski, John SR 
4 COCN Concordia (Neb. ) 
1) Heider, Mark so 2) Buns, Matt SO 
3) Krens, Jon FR 4) Seifert, Brandon SR 
5 MCK McKendree ( Ill. ) 
1) Amuzu, Philbert FR 2) Kimaiyo, Edwin SR 
3) Rono, Hillary SO 4) Godwin, Ian JR 
6 SHC Siena Heights (Mich.) 
1) Gafner, Chris SR 2) Bentley, Lance so 
3) Hunter, Jake so 4) Miller, Matt JR 
7 GRLC Graceland (Iowa) 













1) Engbrecht, Jeremy SR 
3) Stanford, Jamie SO 
2 ) Burnett, Mike FR 
4 ) Scime, Steve JR 
PL RELAY 
Finals - Results - Friday 05/25/01 
AFFILIATION 
1 CUMB Cumberland (Ky. J 
1) Key, Christian JR 2) Detry, Thetlon FR 
3) Salvato, Joe FR 4) Kabara, Anthony JR 
2 WMC Westmont (Calif. } 
1) Stevick, Joseph JR 2 ) Meador , Tim JR 
3) Torres, Matthew JR 4) Lemon, Mike so 
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Hosted by Simon Fraser University 
Rotary Stadi um, Abbotsford, B.C. - Thursday 05 /2 4 /01 to Saturday 05/26/01 
PL RELAY 
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 15 Men's 4x800 Meter Relay (Continued} 
Finals - Results - Friday 05/25/01 
AFFILIATION TIME PTS 
========= - --
3 CMC Central Methodist (Mo. l 7:34.50 
l) Davis, Ben so 2) Ngugi, Eliud JR 
3) Snow, c arter FR 4 ) Kamani, Michael so 
4 DORD Dordt (Iowa) 7:35.72 
1} Dekkers, J on JR 2) Taylor, Jeff FR 
3) Foreman, Dan FR 4) Kingma, Ron SR 
5 OBU Oklahoma Baptist 7:37.24 
1) Klein, Justin SR 2) Germann, Kevin JR 
3) Miller, Myle SO 4) Talton, Aaron SO 
6 CBC California Baptist 7:39.14 
1) Wardel.l, Brian SO 2 ) Shively, Eric JR 
3) Romero, Angel JR 4) Moreno, Irv JR 
7 EOU Eastern Oregon 7:42.38 
1) Schroeder , Ian FR 2) Egelus, Pat FR 
3) Terry, Ben SO 4} Terry, Dave so 
8 AC Aqui nas (Mich. ) 7:52.55 
1) Gary, Brendan SO 2) Essick, Eric JR 
3) Olson , Phil FR 4) Wojciakowski, John SR 
Event 16 Men's High Jump 
# NAIA Meet: 2.21m (7'03 . 00" ) Lee Pool, Dall as Baptist TX 1995 
NAIA Qual: 2.06m (6' 09.00") 
Finals - Results - Saturday 05/26/01 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL !l'!A.RK 
----- ==~================:==~ -- =~================~ =:====== 
l Rol le, James JR Florida Memorial 2.l l rn 6' 11. 00 
2 Lightbourne, Romel so Barber-Scotia (N.C. 2 . llm 6 ' 11.00 
3 Giles, Denny so Dallas Baptist TX 2.llrn 6'11.00 
4 Miles, John so Taylor (Ind.) 2.06m 6 1 09.00 
4 Hobbs, Vincent JR Mid-Amer Nazarene 2. 06m 6'09.00 















4 Matter, Adam 
7 Jordan, Matt 
8 Schneider, Mitch 
8 Dempster, Dan 
10 Bain, Tamiko 
10 Devoe, Keith 
12 First, Matt 
12 Paugh, Andy 
- Lovett, Jerad 
- Chubb, Shawn 
- Sedlacek, Tim 
- Swanson, Scott 
SR Mary (N .D.) 
JR Windsor (Ont.) 
SR Northwestern (Iowa) 
FR Midland Lutheran (N 
FR Barber-Scotia (N. C. 
FR Oklahoma Baptist 
JR Aquinas (Mich.) 
JR Cedarville (Ohio) 
so Oklahoma Christian 
FR Oklahoma Christian 
SO Mary (N .D.) 
SO Doane (Neb.) 
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2.06m 6'09.00 4 
2.0lm 6'07.00 2 
2.0lm 6'07.00 0.50 
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Hosted by Simon Fraser University 
Rotary Stadium, Abbotsford, B.C. - Thursday 05/24/01 to Saturday 05/26/01 
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 16 Men's High Jump {Continued) 
Finals - Results - Saturday 05/26/01 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL MARK PTS 
- Quarles, Anthony SO Morris (S.C.) NH 
Event 17 Men's Pole Vault 
# NAIA Meet: 5.56m (18'02.75") Billy Olson, Abilene Christian TX 1982 
NAIA Qual: 4.75m (15'07.00") 
Finals - Results - Saturday 05/26/01 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL MARK 
----------------------- ------------------- :::=::==:=::=:::= 
1 Howerton, Kelly JR William Jewell (Mo. 4.88m 16'00.00 
2 Schneider, Jeff SR Azusa Pacific (Cali 4. 88m 16'00.00 
3 Quinn, Bryan so Oregon Tech 4.88m 16'00.00 
4 Fox, Nate SR Azusa Pacific (Cali 4. 73m 15'06.25 
5 Raybould, David FR Friends (Kan.) 4.73m 15'06.25 
6 Wewel, Andy JR Doane (Neb.) 4.73m 15'06.25 
7 Cunningham, Matt FR Bethel (Ind. l 4.58m 15'00 . 25 
7 Langlois, Kevin so Bethel (Ind.) 4.58m 15'00.25 
9 Shalmadine, Brian JR Doane (Neb.) 4.58m 15'00.25 
10 Daley, Sean so Cal State San Marco 4 .43m 14'06.25 
10 Gould, Anthony so Northwest Nazarene 4 .43m 14'06.25 
12 Beelby, Jon-Erik so Wayland Baptist (Te 4.43m 14'06.25 
12 Mueller, Paul JR Friends (Kan.) 4.43m 14'06.25 
14 Clay, Bryan JR Azusa Pacific (Cali 4.43m 14'06.25 
- Merillat, Jeremy FR Dallas Baptist TX NH 
- Herrin, Dusty FR Wayland Baptist (Te NH 
- Dunn, Andy FR Azusa Pacific {Cali NH 
- Barbour, James FR Cal State San Marco NH 
- Shewbert, Brandon FR Concordia (Neb.) NH 
Event 18 Men's Long Jump 












NAIA Qual: 7.08m (23'02.75") 
Finals - Results - Thursday 05/24/01 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL MARK 
----- ===--========~====-==== -- ---~========--~==== ======= 
Flight 1 
1 Furr, Quinton SR Concordia (Neb.) 7.44m 
2 King, Marc JR McKendree (Ill. J 7.15m 
3 Arthurton, Kevin so Lindenwood (Mo.) 6. 85m 
4 Devries, Wade so Northwestern (Iowa) 6. 76m 
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23'05.50 
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Hosted by Simon Fraser University 
Rotary Stadium, Abbotsford, B.C. - Thursday 05/24/01 to Saturday 05/26/01 
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 18 Men's Long Jump (Continued) 
Finals - Results - Thursday 05/24/01 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL MARK 
----------------------- -- ------------------- :::::::::==::::::::: 
5 Dennis, Chadwick so McKendree (Ill.) 6.65m 1.5 21'10.00 
6 Steigenwald, Dale SR Geneva (Pa.) 6.64m 0.0 21'09.50 
7 Tosu, AK JR Bethany (Kan. ) 6.41m 2.5 21 1 00.50 
Flight 2 
1 Clay, Bryan JR Azusa Pacific (Cali 7.52m 1.4 24'08.25 
2 Anderson, Antoine JR Morris (S. C.) 7.28m 0.4 23'10.75 
3 Schadegg, Ben SR Oklahoma Baptist 7.12m 1. 5 23'04.50 
4 Rolle, James JR Florida Memorial 6.87m 1.1 22'06.50 
5 Holmes, Henry so Aquinas (Mich. J 6.66m 1. 0 21'10.25 
6 Sizer, Anthony SR Oregon Tech 6.64m 0.0 21'09.50 
7 Earney, Wayne JR Mid-Amer Nazarene 6.37rn 1.2 20'10.75 
Flight 3 
1 Hepburn, Jamal so Southern Nazarene 7.34m 1.3 24'01.00 
2 Skoberne, Ales so Point Lorna Naz. (Ca 7.14m 0.0 23'05.25 
3 Hicks, Nicholas SR Voorhees College (S 7.09m 2.8 23'03.25 
4 Miller, Danny so Point Loma Naz. (Ca 7.00m 0.6 22'11.75 
5 Tien, Joel FR Cornerstone (Mich.) 6.52m 0.0 21'04.75 
6 Fisher, Rashon SR Central Methodist ( 6. 32m 0.0 20'09.00 
Event 19 Men's Triple ~ump 
# NAIA Meet: 16.32m (53'06.50") Cary Tyler, Biola CA 1981 
NAIA Qual; 14.17m (46'06.00") 
Finals - Results - Friday 05/25/01 
PL.ll,.CE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL MARK 
----- --~-----------------~-- -- ==~~=======~====~== ::=======-=== 
Flight 1 
1 Joachimowski, Mike FR Missouri Valley Col 15.27m 1. 6 50'01.25 
2 Schroeder, Jeremy SR Minot State (N. D.) 14.75m 1. 6 48'04.75 
3 Finch, D'Ambrose JR Kansas Wesleyan 14.31m 0.0 46 I 11. 50 
4 Relka, Justin so Doane (Neb.) 14.19m -0.1 46'06.75 
5 Hanson, Travis so Minot State (N .D.) 14.lOm 2.2 46'03.25 
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- Schadegg, Ben SR Oklahoma Baptist ND NWI 
Flight 2 
1 Hepburn, Jamal so Southern Nazarene 14.72m 1. 7 48'03.50 4 
2 Sims, JR, Mitchell so Morris ( S. C. l 14.56m 3.1 47'09.25 3 
3 Hicks, Nicholas SR Voorhees College (S 14.19m 2.1 46'06.75 
4 Porter, Tony SO Ot,tawa (Kan.) 14.09m 3.3 46'02.75 
5 Downes, Kurt FR Windsor (Ont.) 14.02m 1. 2 46'00.00 
6 Buys, Ben FR Azusa Pacific (Cali 13.74m 2.2 45'01.00 
- Lawson, Keith FR Southern Oregon ND NWI 
Flight 3 
1 Djurdjevic, Ivan SR Point Loma Naz. (Ca 15 .13m 2.5 49'07.75 8 
BC Athletics Championship Meet Hy-Tek's 
NAIA Outdoor Track and Field Championships 
Hosted by Simon Fraser University 
MEET MANAGER 
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COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 19 Men's Triple Jump (Continued) 
Finals - Results - Friday 05/25/01 
YR SCHOOL MARK 
----------------------- -- ------------------- =======:. 
King, Marc JR McKendree (Ill.) 14. 96m 
Cummins, Justin FR Wayland Baptist (Te 14.34m 
Kempel, Michael SR Mary {N. D.) 14.29m 
Smith, Sheldon FR Bethel (Ind. J 14.26m 
Holgate, Duane FR Florida Memorial 13. 93m 
Anderson, Antoine JR Morris (S .C.) 13.58m 





1. 6 45°08.50 
0.6 44'06.75 
ffc NAIA Meet: 20.06m (65'09.75") Steve Ercegovac, Taylor IN 2000 
NAIA Qual: 15.24m (50'00.00") 
Finals - Results - Friday 05/25/01 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL MARK PTS 
------=-=~~----~~--=-~~ ~~~=--==-~~----~~-= ===:::::::::::::::::=:= ---
Flight 1 
1 Ercegovac, Steve JR Taylor {Ind.) 17.61m 57'09 . 50 10 
2 Bettcher, James so St. Francis (Ind.) 17 . 13m 56'02 . 50 8 
3 Miller, Steve JR Doane (Neb.) 16.17m 53'00.75 4 
4 Maltby, Matt so Dana (Neb.) 15.63m 51'03.50 
5 Sharp, Tom JR Dickinson State (N. 15.02m 49'03.50 
6 Jeffery, Casey so South Dakota Tech 14.89m 48'10.25 
7 Goins, Micah FR Azusa Pacific (Cali 14.85m 48'08.75 
8 Arnett, Mike JR William Jewell (Mo. 13.96m 45'09.75 
9 Morris, Dennis FR Dickinson State (N. 13 .84m 45 1 05.00 
Flight 2 
1 Morton, Jay SR Kansas Wesleyan 16.0Sm 52'08.00 3 
2 Roberge, Jesse JR Azusa Pacific (Cali 15.95m 52'04.00 2 
3 Mac, Don SR Concordia (Neb. l 15.54m Sl'00.00 
4 Hockless, Bruce JR Concordia (Calif. l 15.52m so' 11. 00 
5 Ralph, Brandon SO Mary (N. D.) 15. llm 49'07.00 
6 Kidd, Nick JR Hastings (Neb.) 14.99m 49'02.25 
7 Surnear, Kevin SO Walsh (Ohio) 14.86m 48'09.00 
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9 Loy, Blake FR William Jewell (Mo. 14. 03m 46'00.50 
Flight 3 
:i. Ercegovac, Simon so Taylor (Ind.) 16.67m 54'08.25 6 
2 Wheat, Nate SO Bethany (Kan. ) 16.21m 53 1 02.25 5 
3 McDuffee, Lane JR Concordia (Neb.) 15.69m 51'05.75 1 
4 Manstedt, Eric JR Midland Lutheran (N 15.54rn 51'00.00 
5 Wright, Ellis SR Kansas Wesleyan 15. 22m 49'11.25 
6 Dunn, Tommy FR Langston {Okla.) 14.68m 48'02.00 
7 Anderson, Jeremy FR Black Hills State 14.21m 46'07.50 
8 Uhlenhopp, Nick Graceland (Iowa} 14.lSm 46'05.25 
BC Athle~ics Championship Meet Hy-Tek's MEET MANAGER 
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Hosted by Simon Fraser University 
Rotary Stadium, Abbotsford, B.C. - Thursday 05/24/01 to Saturday 05/26/01 
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 21 Men's Discus Throw 
# NAIA Meet: 64.08m {210'03.00") Ade Olukoju, Azusa Pacific CA 1990 
NAIA Qual: 48.16m (158'00.00") 
Finals - Results - Saturday 05/26/01 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL MARK 
----- --------------~-------- ------------~----~- ==~====:::= 
Flight 1 
1 Melin, Tobias JR Life (Ga.) 54.lOm 177'06 . 00 
2 Rieger, Scott JR Baker (Kan.) 49.36m 161'11.00 
3 Ercegovac, Steve JR Taylor (Ind.) 49.00m 160'09.00 
4 Helgeson, Seth so Mary (N. D.) 45. 62m 149'08.00 
5 McDuffee, Lane JR Concordia (Neb . } 44.92m 147'04.00 
6 Miller, Steve JR Doane (Neb.) 43.76m 143'07.00 
7 Rath, Keith JR Jamestown (N. D.) 42.74m 140'03.00 
8 Morris, Dennis FR Dickinson State (N. 38.98rn 127'11.00 
Flight 2 
1 Van Egdom, Jeff SR Biola (Calif.) 54.40m 178'06.00 
2 Mead, Lyle so Midland Lutheran (N 49.70m 163'01.00 
J Divis, Tom SR Lindenwood (Mo.) 48.38m 158'09.00 
4 Ercegovac, Simon so Taylor (Ind.) 48.lBrn 158'01.00 
5 Anderson, Jeremy FR Black Hills State { 45.30m 148'07.00 
6 Bettcher, James so St. Francis (Ind.} 44.50m 146 1 00.00 
7 Connell, Michael JR St. Ambrose (J:owa) 41.24m 135'04.00 
Flight 3 
1 Morton, Jay SR Kansas Wesleyan 51.42m 168'08.00 
2 Gallagher, Jason SR Bethel (Kan. J 50.14m 164'06.00 
3 McMullen, Sam JR Azusa Pacific (Cali 49.38m 162'00.00 
4 Mac, Don SR Concordia {Neb.) 48.06m 157'08.00 
5 Wheat, Nate so Bethany (Kan.) 46. lOm 151°03.00 
6 Brazil, Richard JR Fresno Pacific (Cal 46.08m 151'02.00 
7 Jeffery, Casey so South Dakota Tech 40. 78m 133'09.00 










# NAIA Meet: 231'02.00" (70.46m) Per Karisson, Point Loma Nazarene CA 2.992 
NAIA Qual: 49.48m (162'04.00") 
Finals - Results - Thursday 05/24/01 
http://www.sfu.ca/athletics-rec/first-page/F1NAL.IITM 5/29/01 
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PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL MARK PTS 
----- ----------------------- ------------------~ ==;;;:;=;;;;;=;::::;;::: 
Flight 1 
1 Roberge, Jesse JR Azusa Pacific (Cali 53. 72m 176'03.00 8 
2 Yaniglos, Marty SR Walsh (Ohio) 50.78m 166'07.00 5 
3 Kidd, Nick JR Hastings (Neb.) 47. 92m 157'03.00 
4 Skov, Kris SR Concordia (Neb.) 46.86m 153'09.00 
5 McCammon, Jason SR Tri-State (Ind.) 46.82m 153'07.00 
6 Welna, Matt SR Doane (Neb.) 45. 22m 148'04.00 
BC Athletics Championship Meet Hy-Tek's MEET MANAGER 
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Hosted by Simon Fraser University 
Rotary Stadium, Abbotsford, B.C. - Thursday 05/24/01 to Saturday 05/26/01 
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 22 Men"s Hammer Throw (Continued) 
Finals - Results - Thursday 05/24/01 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL MARK PTS 
----------~------------ ------------------- ======== 
7 Horyna, Heath SR Southwestern (Kan.) 43.80m 143'08.00 
8 Traub, Carl JR Cedarville {Ohio) 42.08m 138'01.00 
Flight 2 
1 Greer-Travis, Chitrajan so Siena Heights (Mich 53.88m 176'09.00 
2 Miller, Steve JR Doane (Neb.) 51.42m 168 1 08.00 
3 Pippin, Jamie SR Tri-State {Ind.) 49.90m 163'08.00 
4 Osgood, Zac so Hastings (Neb.) 49.28m 161'08.00 
5 Vaughn, Greg JR Aquinas (Mich.) 49. 24m 161'06.00 
6 Anthony, Greg SR Tri-State (Ind.) 48.24m 158'03.00 
7 Stanton, Kris SR Siena Heights (Mich 43.44m 142'06.00 
Event 23 Men's Javelin Throw 
# NAIA Meet: 75.46m (247 1 07 . 00 11 ) Rick Simoncic, Pittsburg State KS 1986 
NAIA Qual: 56.39m (185'00.00") 







PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL MARK PTS 
Flight 1 
1 Schwartz, Brock 
2 Clay, Bryan 
3 Orendorff, Jim 
4 Lunne, Duane 
5 Bentley, Jeff 
6 Schwarz, Eric 
7 Karr, Ryan 
8 Friesen, Scott 
9 Johnson, Matt 
Flight 2 
1 Aust, Jesse 
2 Cwnmins, Justin 
3 Halley, Scott 
4 Zoeller, Dan 
5 Thomas, James 
6 Wheeler, George 
FR Benedictine (Kan.} 
JR Azusa Pacific (Cali 
SR Azusa Pacific (Cali 
SO Sioux Falls (S.D.) 
SO Southern Oregon 
JR Baker ( Kan . ) 
JR Hastings (Neb.) 
SR Fresno Pacific (Cal 
SR Bethany (Kan.) 
SO Azusa Pacific (Cali 
FR Wayland Baptist (Te 
JR Northwest Nazarene 
SR Indiana Wesleyan 
SO Northwest Nazarene 
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7 Gannarelli, Cory FR Jamestown (N .D.) 54.70m 179'05.00 
8 Hazard, Paul JR Doane (Neb.) 53.80m 176'06.00 
9 Moore, Jason so Doane (Neb.) 49.76m 163'03.00 
Flight 3 
1 Wahl, Josh JR Jamestown (N .D.) 63.30m 207'08.00 8 
2 Klaassen, Jeremy SR Sioux Falls ( S. D. ) 60.06m 197'00.00 1 
3 Rush, Coly so Dickinson State (N. 58.98m 193'06.00 
4 Hartman, Shane JR Mary (N .D.) 57.66m 189'02.00 
BC Athletics Championship Meet Hy-Tek's 
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Rotary Stadium, Jilibotsford, B.C. - Thursday 05/24/01 to Saturday 
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 23 Men's Javelin Throw (Continued) 
Finals - Results - Saturday 05/26/01 
05/26/01 





------------------~---- -- -----------~------- =====::::::::::: 
Bogdanof, Ben FR Fresno Pacific {Cal 5 6. 72m 186'01.00 
Hammond, Josh JR Rio Grande (Ohio) 56.26m 184'07.00 
Gabel, Jeremy so Oregon Tech 55.76m 182 '11. 00 
Baker, Jerry so Baker {Kan.) 53.30m 174'10.00 
Event 24 Men's Decathlon 
# NAIA Meet: 7818 Alper Kasapoglu, Western Oregon 1996 
Finals - Results - Thursday 05/24/01 
















~-~------------~--------- -- ------------------------- ====== 
Carlson, Chris JR Azusa Pacific (Calif . ) 6826 
Moore, Jason so Doane {Neb.) 6711 
Schneider, Jeff SR Azusa Pacific (Calif.) 6557 
Marsh, Mike JR Cedarville (Ohio) 6477 
Finney, Brian JR Malone (Ohio) 6399 
Hazard, Paul JR Doane (Neb.) 6313 
Ehrenstrom, Matt FR Oregon Tech 6280 
Shamrokh, Ben SR Jamestown (N .D.) 6237 
Pingel, Jonathan FR Bethany (Kan.) 6085 
King, David FR Huston-Ti~lotson (Texas) 6069 
Price, Mike so Midland Lutheran (Neb.) 5814 
Leier, Davin SR Jrunestown (N.D.) 5785 
Hunter, Mark SR Malone (Ohio) 5642 
Winter, Ben JR Southern Nazarene (Okla.) 5636 
Baker, Jerry so Baker (Kan.) 5454 
Event 12 Men's 5,000 Meter Race Walk 
# NAIA Meet: 20:07.38 Al Heppner, Wisconsin-Parkside 1997 
NAIA Qual: 25:50.00 










PLACE ATHLETE NAME YR SCHOOL TIME PTS 
http://www.sfu.ca/ athletics-rec/first-page/FIN AL.HTM 5/29/01 
1 McDonald, Lachlan 
2 Heys, Jim 
3 Boyles, Matthew 
4 Quirke, Steven 
5 Robinson, Jim 
6 Stanton, Mike 
7 DeWitt, Matt 
JR Wisconsin-Parkside 
SO Wisconsin-Parkside 
FR Rio Grande (Ohio) 
SO Wisconsin-Parkside 
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• 
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS 
Event 12 Men's 5,000 Meter Race Walk (Continued) 
Finals - Results - Friday 05/25/01 
PLACE ATHLETE NAME 
8 Nickel, Tim 
- Wright, Hans 
- Finley, Spencer 
YR SCHOOL 
FR Wisconsin-Parkside 
FR Missouri Valley College 
SO Taylor (Ind.} 
http://www.sfu.ca/ athletics-rec/first-page/FIN AL.H1M 
TIME 
25:08.51 
DNF 
DQ 
PTS 
1 
5/29/01 
